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Combinatorial structures R are introduced which, in the presence of strkcture 
preserving symmetries at some or all points, determine a system or roots S(R) in 
the sense of Bourbaki with 0 added. 
INTRODUCTION 
In this paper simple combinatorial structures called productsets and 
relationsets R are discussed which, in the presence of structure preszving 
symmetries at some or all elements, have associated systems of roots S(R) in 
the sense of Bourbaki [l] with 0 added. 
Those R isomorphic to systems of roots with 0 added are characterized by 
certain rootsystem properties. These rootsystem properties are easily verified 
for the set R of roots of a classical Lie algebra L, using certain key 
properties of L derived in Seligman [5] for p > 7. They are also easily 
verified for reduced symmetrysets contained in abelian groups with no 2, 3, 
5, 7 torsion. 
1. REFLECTIONS AND SYMMETRIES 
Let G be a group with identity 1 and let R be a subset of G containing 1. 
Then R has a partial product n(a, b) = ab defined on D = {(a, b) E R X 
R 1 ab E R}, and R together with n is a productset in the sense of the 
following definition. 
1.1 DEFINITION. A productset is a set R together with a function 7~ 
froma subset D of R x R to R, denoted 7c(a, b) = ab and called the partial 
product of R, such that: 
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(1) R has an identity element 1 such that (1, a), (a, 1) E D and 
la = al = a for all a E R; 
(2) ub = UC implies b = c for all (a, b), (a, c) E D. 
If (a, 6) E D implies (b, a) E D and ub = bu for all a, b E R, R is ubeliun. 
Throughout this paper, R denotes a finite productset with identity 1, 
partial product rc and the domain D of n. The motivating example is that of a 
subset R of a group G, such as the set R of roots of a Lie algebra. 
We define u’b for a, b E R, i E Z as follows: 
(1) u”b=b; 
(2) u’b = u(u’-‘b) for all i> 1 for which &‘b and u(u’-‘b) are 
defined; 
(3) a-‘b=d if b=u’d (i>O). 
We let u’b E R indicate that u’b is defined, and we let u’b & R indicate that 
u’b is not defined (an abuse of language). Note that u’(d’b) = u’ ‘jb for all i, 
j E Z for which ujb, u’(d’b) E R. 
Homomorphisms of productsets R, , R, are mappings f: R , + R, such that 
f(ub) =f(u)f(b) for all a, b, ub E R *. A homomorphism of productsets 
J R, + R, is an isomorphism (uutomorphism if R, = R2) if f is bijective and 
both f and f -’ are homomorphisms. The set of homomorphisms from R, to 
R, is denoted Hom(R,, RJ, and Aut R denotes the group of automorphisms 
of R. Note that f(u’b) =f(u)’ b for fE Hom(R,, R,), i E L, a, b, u’b E R,. 
For a E R and S c R, the relation {(x, y) E S 1 y = ax} generates an 
equivalence relation on S. The corresponding equivalence class of b E S is 
the string S,(u) = {a-‘b ,..., b ,..., u4b}. If umcr+‘b, u,+,b @ S, we say that the 
string S,(u) is bounded of length q + r. 
If all strings S,(u) (b E S) are bounded, we introduce the reflection 
Y,: S + S, which is the bijection from S to itself reversing each string 
S,(u) = (c’b,..., uqb): 
r,(u’b) = uqmrPib. 
In particular, r,(b) = a - a*(b’b where u*(b) = r-q, the Curtun integer of b ,
at a. Clearly, ra is a symmetry of S at a in the following sense. 
1.2 DEFINITION. A symmetry of S at u is a bijection s: S + S such that 
(1) sS,(u)=S,(u) for all bES; 
(2) s(u’b) = am’s(b) for all b E S and all u’b E S,(u) (-r < i < q). 
Clearly, a symmetry s of S at u has period 2. Moreover, if all strings 
S,(u) (b E S) are bounded, r, is the only symmetry of S at a. 
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2. REFLECTIONSETS AND SYMMETRYSETS 
A reflectionset is a finite productset R such that 
(1) the strings R,(a) (a, b E R,a # 1) are all bounded; 
(2) the reflections r,(a E R, a # 1) are automorphisms of R. 
The subgroup W(R) of Aut R generated by the reflections r,(a E R, a # 1) is 
called the Weyl group of R. 
Clearly, a reflectionset is a symmetryset in the following sense. 
2.1 DEFINITION. A symmetryset is a finite productset R such that Aut R 
contains a symmetry s, of R at a for all a E R, a # 1. 
In a symmetryset R, each element a E R has a unique inverse b E R such 
that ab = ba = 1. This follows from the equations s,(a) = s,(al) = a- ‘s,(l) == 
a-‘I, 1 =a(aP’l), 1 =s,(a(a-‘1))=s,(a)s,(a-‘1)=(a-‘l)@,(l))= 
(a -’ 1)~. Clearly, the inverse of a is a ’ 1, which we denote henceforth by 
a -‘. Clearly, s,(a) = a - ‘. 
If s, is the reflection r,(b) = a- “(b’b, we have a*(a) = 2. For example, 
R,(a)= (a-‘~ ,..., u4a}= (a’-‘1 ,..., ~‘1, l,al,..., a9+‘l) and r,(l) = 1 
implies that -(I - r) = q + 1 and a*(a) = r-q = 2. This is needed for 
Theorem 2.3. 
The systems of roots of Bourbaki [l] with 0 added are symmetrysets, as 
are the rootsystems defined below. Despite the apparent greater generality, 
we shall see that the rootsystems defined below are, up to isomorphism, the 
systems of roots of Bourbaki with 0 added. Thus, the classification in 
Bourbaki [ 1 ] applies to rootsystems. 
2.2 DEFINITION. A rootsystem is a finite productset R such that for all 
a E R, a # 1, there exists a’ E Hom(R, Z) such that a’(a) = 2 and s,(b) = 
a -a’(b)b defines an automorphism and symmetry s, of R at a. 
2.3 THEOREM. The following conditions are equivalent: 
(1) R is a rootsystem; 
(2) R is a symmetryset and Hom(R, Z) separates R; 
(3) R is a rejlectionset and a* E Hom(R, Z) for all a E R, a # 1; 
(4) R is isomorphic to a system of roots in the sense of Bourbaki [ 1 ] 
with 0 added. 
Proof. We show that (1) =z- (2) 3 (3) * (4) * (1). Suppose first that R is 
a rootsystem, b, c E R, b # c and a’(b) = a’(c) for all a E R, a # 1. Consider 
first the possibility that c-‘b E R - ( 1). Then c E R, c-‘6 E R and ~(6’6) = 
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b E R implies that a’(b) = a’(~(c~‘b))=u’(c) + a’(~‘b), so that a’(~-‘b)= 
a’(b)-a’(c)=OforalluER,u#1.Inparticular,2=(c~’b)‘(c~‘b)=0,a 
contradiction. Thus, c-lb 6Z R - { l} so that Rb(c) = (b,..., cqb} and Rb(c) is 
bounded of length q. It follows that s,(b) = cqb, so that s,(b) = cPc’(b)b 
implies that -q = c’(b) = c’(c) = 2, a contradiction. We must conclude that 
(a’ / a E R, a # 1) separates R, so that (1) 3 (2). For (2) + (3), suppose that 
R is a symmetryset and Hom(R, Z) separates R. Let R* be tha additive 
group Hom(R, Z), let R** be the additive group Hom(R*, Z) and define 
a^ E R** for a E R by 6(S) =f(u) (fE R*): 
w+ g> = (f-t g)(a) =f(a) + ‘&?(a> = a-) + a^(&?>- 
Then A: a w a^ is a homomorphism from R to R = (a^ 1 a E R } which is 
bijective, since Hom(R, Z) separates R. Since l? is contained in the torsion 
free group R**, the strings R&(B) are bounded for all a^, b E R, a^ # 1. It 
follows that the strings R,(u) are bounded for all a, b E R, a # 1, so that the 
symmetries s, are the reflections r, and R is a reflectionset. Finally, for b, c, 
bc E R we have u-~*(~~) bc = r,(bc) = r,(b) r,(c) = (u-a*(b)b)(u-a*(c)c), so 
that b + ? - u*(bc) a^ = 6 -u*(b) a” + ? - u*(c)& and u*(b) = u*(b) + a*(c) 
since the additive group R** is torsion free. Thus u* E Hom(R, Z) for all 
a E R, u # 1. Clearly, (4) 3 (1). It remains to show that (3) * (4). For this, 
assume that R is a reflectionset and a* E Hom(R, Z) for all a E R, a # 1. As 
in (l)* (2) {a* ] a E R, a # 1) separates R. Therefore, as in (2)=+ (3) 
R + R is a bijective homomorphism with l? abelian. But this homomorphism 
is an isomorphism by Theorem 2.4 below, and R is isomorphic to a system 
of roots with 0 added by the discussion below. I 
The strategy in the above proof is to pass from a symmetryset R to its 
image R under the closure homomorphism A: R + R** where a^ is defined by 
a^(f)(fE R*) for a E R. Here, R* = Hom(R, Z) and R** = Hom(R*, Z) are 
torsion free additive groups. Since automorphisms s of R determine adjoints 
s* E Aut R* and s** = (s*)* E Aut R** such that s**(d) = s(u), the image 
R of the symmetryset R is a reflectionset called the closure of R. Here s* is 
defined, as one would expect, by s*(f) = f 0 s for fE R*. More specifically, 
a symmetry s, E Aut R of R at a # 1 determines a symmetry i0 = (s,)** ]i E 
Aut R of R at a^ which, since R** is torsion free, is the reflection of R* at i: 
t0 = ro^. As in the above proof, we have a^* E Horn@, 12) for all a^ E R, 
a”#O. Since r&)=8 - a*(b)6 (a^ E R,& # 0), R is isomorphic to a system of 
roots in the sense of Bourbaki [l] with 0 added, the system of roots being 
the subset (R - {0}) @ 1 of the subspace V which it generates in R** Oz F?. 
The closure homomorphism R -+ fi is an isomorphism if and only if it is 
injective, that is, if and only if Hom(R, Z) separates points, by the following 
theorem. 
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2.4 THEOREM. Let s: R --t R’ be a surjective homomorphism of 
productsets, denoted s(b) = b’. Suppose that all strings R,(a) (a, b E R, 
a # 1) and Rb,(a’) (a’, b’ E R’, a’ # 1’) are bounded and r,,(b’) = r,(b’) for 
all a, b E R, a # 1, a’ # 1’. Then 
(1) a’*(b)=a*(b)foralla,bER,a#l,a’#l’; 
(2) for any a E R, c’ E R’, a’ # l’, there exists b E R such that b’ = c’ 
and s maps R,(a) bijectively to R,,(a’); 
(3) s is an isomorphism if and only tf s is bijective. 
Proof. For (l), we have r,,(b’) = r,(b)’ = (apa*(*)b)’ = arpa*(‘)b’ and 
r,,(b’) = af-a’*(b’)b’. Since s is a homomorphism, we have -r’ < -r < 
-a*(b) < q < q’, where R,(a) = {a-‘b,..., aqb} and R,,(a’) = {a’-“b’,..., 
ar4’b’}. This implies that a*(b) = a’*(b’), proving (1). For (2), let R;,(a’) = 
(a 1-I’ I c ,..., a’4’c’) = (ck ,..., ck,) with n’ = q’ + r’ and ci = a”cl, for 0 < i < n’. 
Let RJa) = (b, ,..., b,}, where bj = a’bo (0 <j < n), and note that c, = b,, 
since c0 = ajb, for some j and a’-’ ’ c0 @ R’. Then CL, = raS(c;) = r,(c,)’ = 
r,(b,)’ = 6; = (anbO)’ = a”‘bb = a’“& = ck. Thus, n’ = n and bJ = (a’b,)’ = 
a’,jcb = c; for 0 <j < n, so that s maps R,Ja) = {bO,..., b,} bijectively to 
{cb ,..., CL} = RL,(a’). Clearly, R,Ja) = R,(a), where b = bi, and i is chosen 
with 1 < i < n so that bj = c’ and b’ = c’. For (3), let s be bijective and a, 
b E R, a # 1 such that a’b’ E R’. With notation as in (2) above, we then 
have R,(a)’ = (b, ,..., b,}’ = (bb ,..., b:} = R,,(a’), b = b, = arbO for some r, 
O<r<n, b’ = (a’b,)’ = alrb& and a’& = a”+ ‘bb = bF+ 1 = (art lb,)’ z 
(aa’b,)’ = (ab)‘. 
Thus, ab E R and SC’(a’b’) = ab = ~‘(a’) SC’(b’). This shows that 
S ~’ E Hom(R’, R), so that s is an isomorphism. 1 
3. DIRECT SUMS 
Let R , ,..., R, be productsets. Resituate them (up to isomorphism) so that 
their identities all coincide (call it 1) and R, n R, = { 1) for all i # j. Then the 
outer direct sum R = R, @ .-. OR,, of R,,..., R, is the productset 
R=R,V-.. U R, such that ab = c in R if and only if there exists i such 
that a, 6, cER, and ab=c in Ri. 
Conversly, for any productset R with identity 1, R is the inner direct sum 
R=R,+...+R, of subsets R,,...,R,, of R if R=R,V... UR,, 
Ri n Ri = ( 1 } for all i #j and ab = c in R if and only if there exists i such 
that a, b, c E Ri and ab = c in R,. Note that if R is an inner direct sum 
R = R, + ... + R,, then 
(1) R,,..., R, are productsets whose outer direct sum is R; 
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(2) R,(a) = &J(a> f or aER, bER,, and R,(a)=(b) if bER, and 
aER-Rj; 
(3) R is a symmetryset (respectively reflectionset) if and only if the 
R , ,..., R, are also; 
(4) a symmetry (respectively reflection) s, of R at a E Ri is the same 
as a symmetry (respectively reflection) sio of Ri at a extended to R by fixing 
the elements of R - Ri. 
Let R be a symmetryset and let S, TcR. We let ST= 
(abIaES,bET,abER}, S-‘=(a-‘IaES} and S=S-(I}. We say 
that S is n-closed if SS c S and symmetric if S’ c S. 
A subset S of d is closed in d if R = S + S (inner direct sum), where 
S = S U ( 1) and S = R - S. For S closed, S and 3 are clearly +osed and 
symmztric, and they can be viewed as symmetrysets. Moreover, S is closed 
and S = S. For S and ? closed in R, the inner direct sum R = (S U s) f3 
(TU~)=SnT+Sn~+,!?ST+SS~canbeusedtoshowthatSn~ 
and S U ? are closed in R’. Thus, the set 9 = (S 1 S is closed in d) is a 
topology for d. Since S is closed if and only if S is open, the connected 
components of d are the minimal elements S,,..., S,, of 9 and 
R =S, + ... + S, is the unique inner direct sum decomposition of R which 
cannot further be rej%ed. If n = I, we say that R is irreducible. The 
irreducible symmetrysets Si are the components of R. 
If R is a subset of a group, then the topology 9 introduced here for d 
coincides with the symmetric G-topology defined in Winter [S] for any finite 
subset R’ of a group G by the condition S c & is closed if S and k - S are 
both rc-closed and symmetric. 
Examples of symmetrysets which are not root systems are symmetrysets 
having a component which is a nonzero finite vectorspace V = (Z,)d, a 
symmetry s,(u) at a being defined for any d E Hom(V, Zp) such that 
h(a) = 2 by s,(u) = u - ri(v)a (a E V, a # 0). 
Any two such symmetries slat sZa are conjugate in Aut V by a z&potent 
u, E Aut V of V at a: u,(a + b) = a + u,(b) for all b E V(p > 2). In fact, it 
is the conjugacy of 2-Sylow groups in the dihedral group (s,,, sZa). This 
unicity can be generalized along the lines of Winter 171. 
4. REDUCED SYMMETRYSETS IN AN ABELIAN GROUP 
Let R be a subset containing 0 of an additive abelian group G having no 
2, 3, 5, 7 torsion, and assume that R is a symmetryset which is reduced, that 
is, 2a @ R for all a E R, a # 0. 
Using simple modifications of techniques of Seligman 151, we show that R 
is a rootsystem. We first note that a string R,(a) cannot contain b, b + a, 
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b + 2a, b + 3a, b + 4a. For suppose otherwise. Since +2a 6Z R, the elements 
6, b + a, b + 2a, b + 3a, b + 4a are nonzero. Since 2(b + a) c?G R and 
-2a & R, R,(b + 2a) = (b}, so that sb+Za(b) = b. Since 2(b + 3a) sf R and 
2a 65 R, R b+4a(b + 2a) = (b + 4aJ so that sbtza(b + 4a) = b + 4a. Letting 
s = sb+ Za, we then have b + 4a = s(b + 4a) = s(b) + 4s(a) = b + 4s(a). Thus, 
4a = 4s(a) and a = s(a). But then -(b + 2a) = sb+Za(b + 2a) = s(b + 2a) = 
b + 2a, so that 2(b+ 2a)=O. Thus, b+ 2a=O and -2a6? R, a con- 
tradiction. 
It follows that the strings R,(a) are bounded of length at most 3. 
Therefore, the symmetries s,(b) are the reflections r,(b) = b - a*(b)a, 
a*(b) = r - q. Since r,(b + c) = r,(b) + r,(c), we have a*(b + c)a = 
(a*(b) + a*(c))a for all 6, c. b + c E R. Since G has no 2, 3, 5, 7 torsion, the 
order of a is at least 11, so that the restrictions on the Cartan integers r - q 
that r, q > 0 and r + q ,< 3 lead us to conclude that a*(b + c) = a*(b) + 
a*(c). It follows that a* E Hom(R, Z) for all a E R, a # 0, so that R is a 
rootsystem. 
4.1 THEOREM. R is isomorphic to a reduced system of roots in the sense 
of Bourbaki [ 1 ] with 0 added. 
Proof. This now follows from Theorem 2.3 since R is a rootsystem. 1 
5. CLASSICAL LIE ALGEBRAS 
Let L be a classical Lie algebra with classical Cartan subalgebra H and 
corresponding set of roots R = R(L, H). Suppose that the characteristic of L 
is not 2, 3, 5, 7. Then R = R(L, H) is a reduced reflectionset with reflections 
r,(b) = b - 2(b(h,)/a(h,))a, by the beautiful results of Lemmas 112.2, 113.1, 
113.2, 114.2 of Seligman (51. Thus, R = R(L, H) is isomorphic to a reduced 
system of roots in the sense of Bourbaki [l] with 0 added, by Theorem 4.1. 
Since L together with H is determined uniquely up to isomorphism by 
R = R(L, H), by a version of Theorem 3.7.4.9. of Winter [6], the classical 
Lie algebras L with H are classified by systems of roots in the sense of 
Bourbaki [ 1 ] with 0 added by the correspondence (L, H)++ R(L, H). In this 
approach to the classification, we transfer R together with its combinatorial 
structure from the hostile environment of characteristic p to real Euclidean 
space by passing to R c R**, rather than classify R “on the spot” using 
orderings, fundamental systems of roots and their Cartan matrices. 
For p = 2, 3,5, 7, see Brown [2,3] and Mills 141. 
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RELATIONSETS AND SYMMETRYSETS 
A relationset is a set R and a subset 71 of R3, such that R has an identity 
element 1 such that (x, 1, x), (1, x, x) E R for all x E R. We let ax = y 
indicate that (a, x, y) E rr. Note that y need not be uniquely determined by a 
and x. 
Clearly, a productset is just a relationset such that 
(1) ax=y and ux=z implies y=z; and 
(2) ay = x and az =x implies y = z for all a, x, y, z E R. 
In this section, we let R be a finite relationset. Our objective is to: 
(1) indicate briefly how the above theory of symmetries generalizes 
from productsets to relationsets; 
(2) describe the rootsystem $) which R determines. 
A homomorphism of relationsets R , , R z is a mapping f: R , -+ R z such that 
ax = y implies f(a)f(x) = f( y) f or all a, a, x, ~1 E R. And f is an 
isomorphism (automorphism if R, = R,) if f is bijective and f, f -’ are 
homomorphisms. We let Hom(R, , RJ denote the set of homomorphism from 
R, to R, and we let Aut R denote the automorphism group of R. 
For a E R and S c R, a determines the equivalence relation on S 
generated by the relation ((x, y) E S x S 1 ax = y). We let S,(u) denote the 
corresponding equivalence class of b E S. 
A symmetry of S at u is a bijection s,: S --+ S such that 
(1) SOS,(a) = S,(u) for all b E S; 
(2) ax = y implies us,(y) = s,(x) for all x, y E S. 
Note that if R is a productset, condition (2) is equivalent to s,(a’x) = 
a-‘s,(x) for all u’x E R. 
A symmetryset is a finite relationset R such that Aut R contains a 
symmetry s, of R at a for every a E R. Clearly, this coincides with our 
earlier definition if R is a productset. 
Consider the additive group R* = Hom(R, Z), where f+ g = h is the 
function defined by h(u) =f(u) + g(u) (a E R) for f, g E R*. Similarly, 
consider the additive group R** = Hom(R*, Z). As in Section 2, we get the 
closure homomorphism A: R - R * * with a  ̂defined by 6(f) =f(a) (fE R*) 
for uER: 
xy = z in R *f(x) + f(y) = f(z) YfER* 
~qf>+E(f)=qf) VfER” 
>a++=; in R**. 
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The subset Z? = {a^ 1 a E R } of the torsion free additive group R** is a 
productset called the closure of R. 
If R is a symmetryset in the sense of this section, then the productset R is 
a symmetryset since, as one easily checks, the double adjoint s,** of s, 
restricts to a symmetry :a = sx* 1~ of I? at a^ in Aut R^ In fact, R^ is a system 
of roots with 0 added, as we now show in greater generality. 
For any relationset R, we let S(R) = (a E R 1 there exists a symmetry 
s, E Aut R of R at a). Clearly, S(R) is stable under Aut R, so that 
s,S(R) = S(R) for all a E S(R). Thus, S(R) is a symmetryset in R in the 
following sense. 
6.1 DEFINITION. A symmetryset in R is a subset S of R containing 1 
such that for each a E S, there exists a symmetry s, E Aut R of R at a such 
that s,(S) = S. The closure of S in R is the image S = ($1 s E S} of S under 
the closure mapping A: R + I? of R. 
For a E S(R), the double adjoint s, ** is an automorphism of the torsion 
free group R** and S;, = s,** IcR) E Aut(Z?) satisfies S,(b) = b (mod ZS) for 
b E (R^). Thus, there exists a’ E Horn(@), Z) such that s,(b) = b - u’(b)a 
(b E (R^)). Clearly, ~‘(a”) = 2 since -a^ = S,(g). 
6.2 THEOREM. Si\R) is a system of roots with 0 added. 
Proof. By the above discussion, Si\R) has the required reflections r,.(B) = 
6 - a’ (&)a” (a^ E S(d), a^ # 0). I 
In taking the closure S(R) of S(R) in R rather than in SG) in the above 
discussion, we assure the validity of the otherwise unwarranted step S,(b) = 
b (mod La^) for b in the closure of S(R) in S(R). (The symmetry s, might not 
preserve the sets S(R),(u).) 
6.3 DEFINITION. S%) is the rootsystem of R. 
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